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Stochastic resonance in mammalian neuronal networks
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We present stochastic resonance observed in the dynamics of neuronal networks from mammalian
brain. Both sinusoidal signals and random noise were superimposed into an applied electric field. As
the amplitude of the noise component was increased, an optimization~increase then decrease! in the
signal-to-noise ratio of the network response to the sinusoidal signal was observed. The relationship
between the measures used to characterize the dynamics is discussed. Finally, a computational
model of these neuronal networks that includes the neuronal interactions with the electric field is
presented to illustrate the physics behind the essential features of the experiment. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~98!01703-0#
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Biological systems, brains especially, are replete with
noise: membrane channels open and close randomly
quantal release at synapses is probabilistic, thermal and
ionic regulation is imperfect, a neuron’s extracellular
field potential fluctuates with both nearby and distant
neighbors’ firing, and action potentials often appear to
occur stochastically. The conjecture that noise is utilized
in neuronal computation is not new,1 yet the new devel-
opments in the physics of noise interaction with nonlinear
systems throw a fresh perspective on this topic. Stochas
tic resonance „SR…, an effect in which the addition of
noise enhances a system’s response to small signals,2–4

has been suggested as a mechanism for noise to play
positive role in neuronal information processing.5,6 SR
has been shown in the conductance of ion channels i
membranes,7–9 in theoretical models of neurons10–15 and
models of neuronal arrays,16–18 and demonstrated experi-
mentally for sensory processes in crayfish,19–21 crickets,22

rat skin,23 human muscle spindles24 and tactile
sensation,25 and even the psychophysics of human
vision.26 We report here the details of the first demon-
stration of SR in a live neuronal network from mamma-
lian brain, 27 in which both signal and noise were pre-
sented to the network via an imposed electric field.28

Results from a model network of excitatory neurons

a!To whom correspondence should be addressed; Electronic m
BGluckma@GMU.edu
5881054-1500/98/8(3)/588/11/$15.00
from this network are provided to clarify the underlying
physics of this experimental system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic resonance was initially introduced to expl
why the observed periodicity of the ice ages matched
periodicity of small fluctuations in the earth’s orbit.29 Since
its introduction, SR has been observed in numerous phys
systems.2–4 Similarities between distributions of intereve
intervals in systems demonstrating SR and interspike inte
histograms~ISIH! indicated that SR might play a role i
neuronal dynamics,5,6 and SR was shown in theoretical mo
els of single neurons,10,12–15 and models of neurona
networks.16–18 Experimentally, neuronal SR has been de
onstrated in the activities of single mechanoreceptive sen
neurons from crayfish19,20 and rat skin,16 and of interneurons
from the cricket abdominal ganglia.22 In addition, SR has
been reported in human muscle-spindle receptors24 and hu-
man tactile sensation.25 In each of these demonstrations, S
involved the processing of mechanosensory information
which both signal and noise were encoded into environm
tal pressure fluctuations. In Ref. 21, detection of press
fluctuation signals in the crayfish tailfan ganglia was sho
to be enhanced by the noisy output of caudal photorecep
SR has also been reported in perceptual tasks in hu
vision,26 in which spatially and temporally varying noise wa
added to a static pattern; the minimum amplitude neede
resolve an aspect of the pattern was optimized at mode
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noise levels. Our objective in the present work was to de
onstrate SR in neurons from mammalian brain. The key te
nical problem to overcome was the need to directly modu
the noise felt by the neurons.4

In the broadest definition, SR occurs when the addit
of noise to a system enhances its response to an other
subthreshold signal, with an optimum response occurrin
finite noise level. Several approaches to the definition
‘‘optimal response’’ have been used. In the classical
paradigm, optimization is characterized by the ability to d
tect the presence of a subthreshold periodic signal. In
case, optimization is defined as a maximum in the signa
noise ratio~SNR!, defined from the power spectrum, at
finite noise level. Under this criteria, what is optimized
detection of the frequency of the signal, not detection of
amplitude or phase. An alternate formulation for SR involv
a matching or coincidence between the time scale of
noise driven dynamics and the period of the subthresh
signal, making it a true resonance.30 Maximal SNR is then
accompanied by maximal height or area of particular pe
in the normalized ISIH as a function of noise amplitude.

Detection optimization for aperiodic signals has a
been shown. In this aperiodic SR~ASR!, measures of
correlation23,31and mutual information22,32between the input
and output were optimized at finite noise level. In a rec
paper, Eichwald and Walleczek33 showed that ASR can als
involve matching of time scales between the noise driv
dynamics and the signal.

Each of the above optimized statistical measures im
long time averages of the system response in order to d
mine the signal. Averaging can also be achieved by summ
over the outputs of an ensemble of dynamical units receiv
the signal, each with its own independent noise signal.
the size of the ensemble is increased, optimization of
correlation between input and output becomes indepen
of signal frequency and noise amplitude, provided the no
amplitude is above a minimum level.34 Recently, a number
of authors have approached the question of optimization
terms of information transfer.22,23,35,36Notably, Stemmler35

has shown theoretically that three different measures are
timized as a function of input noise in leaky integrate and
model neurons: the probability of correctly estimating a co
stant input in a short time, the SNR in response to a si
soidal input, and the mutual information between an arbitr
input signal and the output spike train.

In this work we demonstrate classical periodically driv
SR in a live neuronal network from rat hippocampus.27 We
apply both signal and noise via an imposed electric field28

and measure the response of the network in the form of s
chronous burst firing events. We find an optimization in t
SNR which occurs at finite noise level. In addition, we fi
that optimization occurs approximately at a matching
tween noise driven dynamics and the period of the drive.
then clarify and support these results with a computatio
model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Hippocampal slices were prepared from 125 to 150
Sprague-Dawley rats, which were deeply anesthetized
-
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diethyl-ether and decapitated. Slices were cut either tra
versely or longitudinally with respect to the long axis of th
hippocampus using a tissue chopper, and placed in an in
face type perfusion chamber at 34 °C–36 °C. Slices w
perfused with an artificial cerebrospinal fluid~ACSF! com-
posed of~in mM! 155 mM Na1, 136 mM Cl2, 3.5 mM K1,
1.2 mM Ca21, 1.2 mM Mg21, 1.25 mM PO4

22, 24 mM
HCO3

2, 1.2 mM SO4
22, and 10 mM dextrose, flowing at 2

ml/min. After 90 min, the ACSF was switched to one co
taining 8.5 mM KCl, the other ionic constituents remainin
the same.

A perfusion chamber was designed so that a spati
uniform electric field could be applied to these network
This was accomplished by installing a pair of parallel pla
nonpolarizing electrodes~Ag–AgCl! submerged in the bath
as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The electric field w
then imposed by applying a potential difference between
electrodes through an isolation amplifier.

The electric field in the chamber was measured a
mapped both with and without a slice present, as shown
Fig. 2. Since these electrodes slowly polarize with const
applied current, these mappings were done by applying a
field and measuring the root-mean-square~rms! amplitude
and phase of the response. No significant frequency de
dence was observed between 5 and 65 Hz@Fig. 2~b! lower
inset#, nor were significant differences observed between
field in the slice and in the bath with the slice removed@Fig.
2~b! upper inset#. These measurements were made 50 m
from the surface of the slice; similar results were found a
depth of 100 mm~not shown!. The field within the slice was

FIG. 1. Schematic of perfusion chamber as viewed from~a! the side and~b!
the top. The hippocampal slice rests on a nylon mesh just below the su
of the perfusate. An electric field is applied to the slices by applying
potential difference through an isolation amplifier between two parallel p
Ag–AgCl electrodes submersed in the bath@after Ref. 28, Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!#.
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fairly uniform, nearly identical to the field within the cham
ber, and proportional to the applied potential for the range
frequencies used in this experiment.

When perfused at an elevated potassium level~8.5mM
rather than the normal 3.5 mM@K1#!, these networks exhibi
spontaneous synchronous activity in which large populati
of the main excitatory neurons~pyramidal cells! fire syn-
chronously in bursts. Such activity is an emergent prope
of the network, and is observed as large stereotyped ex
cellular potential changes in the cell body layers~CA1 or
CA3 regions of the hippocampus37!. We recorded such dy
namics using paired saline-filled micropipettes~1–4 MV!
and a differential dc-coupled preamplifier~Grass Model
P16!. These signals were then fed to an analog to dig
converter in a computer and stored. In order to subtract
applied field from the recording, we aligned the two ele
trodes as close to the same isopotential of the field as
sible, one within and one external to the slice. After plac
the recording electrode in the pyramidal cell body layer,
reference electrode position was adjusted to minimize
signature of a small applied 10 Hz sinusoidal field. Follo
ing this electrode placement, continuous recordings of n
ronal activity could be performed during application of re
tively substantial electric fields.

Unfortunately, some residual stimulus artifact often
mained in the recorded signal. For this reason, we ch
applied signals which could be discriminated from the n
ronal dynamics based on frequency. Bursts typically l
10–30 ms, occur as frequently as a few Hz, and can
identified from characteristic frequency components n
250 Hz. We therefore chose input signals containing f
quencies lower than this burst signature. Sinusoids were

FIG. 2. Mappings of the electric field in the chamber, measured by appl
a sinusoidal potential with frequencyf 0 and measuring locally the phase an
power of the potential with respect to a fixed point in the chamberf 0

560 Hz unless otherwise specified!. ~a! Spatially resolved isopotential line
over the central 1 cm2 area of the chamber, where the slices sit.~b! Potential
within the chamber with and without a slice present as a function of tra
verse position, X. Main graph: Potential averaged over23,Y,3 mm.
Upper inset: Potentiald with slice and — without slice. Lower inset: Po
tential s with slice (f 565 Hz!, 3 with slice (f 55 Hz), and — without
slice (f 535 Hz! @after Ref. 28, Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!#.
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lected with frequenciesf 0,4 Hz, and superimposed with
random fluctuations~noise! with high frequency cutofff N

such thatf 0! f N!250 Hz.
In order to further minimize leakage of stimulus into th

measurement statistics, we extracted from the record
only the onset times$tn% of the synchronous network burst
We thereby also ignore the asynchronous neuronal activ
This practice is in agreement with classical SR, in which
system’s subthreshold activity is ignored and only sup
threshold events are considered. Bursts were detected by
processing the recorded signal to sample the local po
within a frequency band around 250 Hz, then finding thre
old crossings that reliably discriminated these events. Sta
tical measures such as the burst rate and power spectral
sity ~PSD! were then derived from these event time serie

The PSDs were approximated from the event series$tn%
in the following manner. We constructed a continuous tim
seriesY(t) by placing a structure functionS(t), chosen to
have finite area, at each event time,Y(t)5(nS(t2tn) . The
Fourier transform ofY(t) is then

Ỹ~v!5E e2 ivt(
n

S~ t2tn! dt5(
n

e2 ivtnS̃~v!, ~1!

whereS̃(v) is the Fourier transform ofS(t). For simplicity,
we chose a Dirac delta function forS(t)5d(t), although we
have also used Gaussian functions having widths prop
tional to the event durations with comparable results. T
structure function choice affects primarily the high frequen
components of the spectrum, with which we are not co
cerned. The Fourier transform then reduces to

Ỹ~v!5E e2 ivt(
n

d~ t2tn! dt5(
n

e2 ivtn, ~2!

and the PSD is then computed in the normal way, PSD(v)
5Ỹ(v)Ỹ* (v)/T, where* denotes complex conjugate andT
is the actual time over which the data was measured. As w
other methods of approximating PSDs from finite tim
series,38 this method is limited to evaluation at frequenci
that are integer mutiples ofT21 ~i.e.,v5n2p/T). Since this
formulation deals only with point processes, there is noa
priori high frequency cutoff.

Waveforms were computer generated at 10 kHz usin
digital to analog~DA! converter~National Instruments AT-
MIO16X!, then low pass filtered at 3 kHz to remove hig
frequency DA conversion artifacts. This provided sufficie
fidelity for the signals used, whose frequency content w
well below 250 Hz. A finite bandwidth noise function wa
formed by extrapolating between values chosen at equal
intervals from a Gaussian distributed random distributio
The extrapolation was done using a fourth order polynom
which ensured that both the signal and its derivative w
continuous. An example of this noise function is shown
Fig. 3~a! at high resolution with vertical grid lines at th
update timestn5n/(2 f N), and shown at a compressed tim
base in the inset. This noise function is delta correlated
times greater than the update time@Fig. 3~b!#, and, as ex-
pected, its frequency spectrum decays rapidly for frequen
abovef N @Fig. 3~c!#.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The effects of electric field changes on spontaneous
tivity are illustrated in Fig. 4~a! for transversely cut slices
measured from the CA3 region. The applied electric field
indicated by the upper trace. Details of a single burst~the one
indicated by the↑), with its characteristic 250 Hz frequenc
signature, is shown in the inset at an expanded time b
With the application of a moderate field, 10 mV/mm, w
have significantly modulated the spontaneous activity
literally turned off the synchronous bursts. However, the
fect is actually graded over a range of field amplitudes. T
can be seen from the mean burst rate a function of the
plied dc field amplitude, shown in Fig. 4~b! for the same
network. Here, the mean burst rate, computed for 15 s t
windows, increases or decreases from its resting value o
Hz as graded amounts of negative or positive field were
plied. Our notation for the sign of the field with respect to t
soma and apical dendrites of the pyramidal cell layer in t
network is indicated by the diagram in Fig. 4~c!. Similar
modulatory effects can be observed in both CA3 and C
layers whether transversely or longitudinally cut, provid
the field is aligned parallel to the somatic-dendritic axis
the primary pyramidal neurons of the layer as indicated
Fig. 4~d!. For further details, see Ref. 28.

To demonstrate SR, we utilized this electric field inte
action to supply both signal and noise to neuronal netwo
In the simplest example~Fig. 5!, we chose networks which
were not spontaneously bursting, though bursts could be
cited with either a dc field or a sinusoidal field with amp
tudeAS above some nonzero threshold,AST. If we applied a
noise signal with amplitudeAN to such a slice, we observe
randomly occurring bursts. When we applied a combinat

FIG. 3. Specifics of the noise function used in both experiments and c
putations.~a! Waveform at high resolution showing randomly chosen dev
tions at half multiples of the noise period with smooth interpolation a
~inset! long term behavior~100 cycles!. ~b! Autocorrelation function of
noise function, which is delta correlated for time lags greater than the up
time tn5n/2f N ~though smooth and correlated for shorter lags! ~inset!. ~c!
Power spectral density of the noise function.
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of this noise and a subthreshold sinusoid (AS,AST), random
bursts were observed, but clustered preferentially within
restricted phase of the sinusoid. Typical responses of
network to a field with only a subthreshold sinusoid, on
noise, and a combination of both are shown in Fig. 5. In e
panel of Fig. 5, the upper trace is the recorded signal filte
~band pass, rectified, and smoothed! to indicate the locations
of the network bursts, which appear as large peaks. Note
small deviations in this trace, such as seen in Fig. 5~a!, are
reflective of an increased level of asynchronous neuronal
citation but not reflective of synchronous network burs
The difference can be observed by comparing the trace
the raw extracellular measurements shown in the inset
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. The activity in Fig. 5~b! is a burst. The
middle and lower traces are respectively the sinusoidal
noise components of the applied field.

It is instructive to look at the response of the system
terms of the phase of the subthreshold sinusoid. For this,
introduce the burst probability density as a function of t
phase ~BPDP! of the drive, Pf(f)5(t/T)(nd(f2fn),
where fn5mod (tn ,t) is the phase of thenth event with
respect to the sinusoid and has units of time,t51/f 0 is the
period of the drive@see Fig. 6~a!#, andT is the total measure
ment time. This measure is analogous in the neurophysiol
literature to the normalized post- or peri-stimulus tim
histogram.39 Note that we have normalized this probabili

-
-

te

FIG. 4. Suppression or enhancement of spontaneous synchronous neu
activity ~bursts! by a constant applied electric field.~a! Trace of measured
field potential~main trace! from the CA3 region of a transverse slice as
function of time during applied field~upper trace!. Detail of a single burst
shown in the inset at an expanded time base~0.5 s long, arbitrary vertical
scale, origin marked by↑ in the main figure.!. ~b! Mean burst rate~con-
nected dots!, calculated within 15s windows, under the influence of appli
electric field ~solid line!. Without applied field, pyramidal cells synchro
nously discharge at;1 Hz. Negative field amplitudes accelerate where
positive amplitudes suppress burst rate. The shaded region correspon
the time in~a!. ~c! Orientation of slice with respect to the applied field.~d!
Orientation and polarity of the applied field with respect to the axis defin
from the soma to apical dendrites of the main excitatory neurons~after Ref.
28, Figs. 3, 4!.
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such that its integral is equal to the average number of ev
per cycle of the drive, i.e.,*0

t Pf(f) df5r et, wherer e is
the mean event rate. If this were a simple static~history-free!
threshold system, the BPDP would be a direct measure o
probability that the sum of the noise and signal were o
threshold as a function of the phase of the sinusoid.

The BPDP is shown in the first column of Fig. 6 fo
various combinations of signal and noise. In the top ro
with moderate noise and no subthreshold sinusoid, no ph
dependence is observed. With small noise and a subthres
sinusoid~second row!, this function displays a small peak
Then, as a function of increasing noise amplitude, the p
grows and widens~third and fourth rows!. The field settings
for these plots are listed in the table in the legend of Fig
along with the mean burst rate per drive cycle,r et, and the
signal to noise ratio~SNR!, to be discussed below.

Neurophysiological data is often analyzed using the
terspike~or interevent! interval histogram~ISIH!,39 and neu-
ronal SR has been inferred from periodic modulation o
served in ISIHs.5,6 The ISIHs for this same experiment a
shown in the middle column of Fig. 6. Without a sinusoid
signal @Fig. 6~a!#, the ISIH is featureless. With both the s
nusoid and a small amount of noise@Fig. 6~b!#, the ISIH
appears with peaks at integer multiples of the drive peri
As the noise amplitude is then increased@Figs. 6~c! and
6~d!#, these peaks increase in width, and the envelope
scribing their height appears more exponential@inset in Fig.
6~d!#, with the decay time of the exponential decreasing w
increasing noise. In the next section, we show the relat

FIG. 5. Activity in CA1 layer of a longitudinal slice with an imposed ele
tric field. In each panel, the upper trace is the recorded field potential filt
~band passed between 200–1000 Hz, then rectified and smoothed! to indi-
cate timings of bursts. The lower two traces are, respectively, the peri
and stochastic components of the applied field. In order to highlight
phase coherence between the signal and the neuronal response, ne
field is plotted as anupwarddeflection.~a! With just the subthreshold sinu
soid, no bursts are observed (f 053.3 Hz,As53.75 mV/mm!. ~b! With just
noise, bursts occur randomly (f N526 Hz,AN510 mV/mm!. ~c! With both
subthreshold sinusoid and noise, bursts occur randomly, but preferen
near the peaks of the sinusoid~negative field!. The insets in~a! and~b! are
short ~0.14 s! traces of the raw extracellular field potential@modified from
Ref. 28, Fig. 2, © 1997 by the American Physical Society~APS!#.
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ship between this decay rate and the mean event rate, w
in turn is an increasing function of noise. Note that at t
highest noise level shown~bottom row!, with the highest
mean burst rate, modulation by the sinusoid can still clea
be seen in the BPDP, although separate peaks are no lo
distinguishable within the ISIH.

If we now look at the power spectral density~PSD! as a
function of frequency for the same settings, shown in
right column in Fig. 6, we find that without an applied sin
soidal signal, the response is spectrally white. With a co
bination of subthreshold sinusoid and small noise, peaks
pear at integer multiples of the sinusoidal drive frequencyf 0

on top of a white background. As the noise level in the inp
is increased, the amplitudes of both the peak atf 0 and of the
background increase.

SR is typically phrased in terms of signal transmissio
or how well the subthreshold signal can be detected from
observed dynamics. This is typically characterized by
SNR defined from the PSD as the ratio of the power atf 0 to
the background ~bkg!, presented in decibels, SNR
510 log10(PSD(f 0)/PSD~bkg)). In these experiments, th
SNR is maximal at an intermediate level of input noise. T
SNR as a function of noise intensity,AN , with constant si-

d
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e
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FIG. 6. ~a! Burst probabiltiy density as a function of phase~BPDP!, Pf(f),
~b! interspike interval histogram~ISIH!, and ~c! power spectral density
~PSD! from the same experiment as in Fig. 5 (f 053.3 Hz, f N526 Hz!. The
field amplitudes~in mV/mm!, signal to noise ratio~SNR!, and the mean
burst rate per drive cycle,r et, are given in the table below~modified from
Ref. 28, Fig. 3, © 1997 APS!.

Statistics for graphs in Fig. 6.

row As ~mV/mm! AN ~mV/mm! SNR r et

a 0.00 10 0 0.1660.01

b 3.75 5 18 0.0860.01

c 3.75 10 82 0.3160.02

d 3.75 20 29 1.3560.05
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nusoid amplitude,AS , is shown in Fig. 7~a! ~bars! for the
same experiment as in Figs. 5 and 6. In addition, we h
plotted@Fig. 7~a!, filled circles# the mean bursts per cycle o
the drive,r et, which increases monotonically withAN . We
note that the SNR is maximum whenr et;0.4 ~0.4 spikes
per period of the drive!.

A series of optimization curves for various values ofAS

is shown in Fig. 7~b! from a different experiment. AsAS is
increased toward the threshold, the maximal value for
SNR increases and occurs at lowerAN . Experiments were
performed on 12 slices from nine rats. When analyzed a
Fig. 7, SR was documented in nine experiments from
CA1 ~five longitudinally and two transversely cut slices! and
CA3 layers~two transverse slices!.

In some of the experiments performed, the slice w
spontaneously active without any applied field. In the
cases, a finite SNR was observed with no applied noise. N
ertheless, an increase in and optimization of SNR was fo
with the addition of noise to the input signal.

IV. RELATION BETWEEN MEASURES

For point process or event time data, as in this exp
ment, the three measures presented, BPDP, ISIH and P
are related to each other. The power spectrum and the B
are intimately related because the Fourier transform of
delta function time series atf 051/t is proportional to an
integral over the BPDP,Ỹ(v052p/t)}*e2 iv0fPf(f) df.
This is seen by substitutingv052p/t into ~2!:

Ỹ~v0!5(
n

e2 iv0tn5(
n

e2 iv0fn.

FIG. 7. Signal to noise ratio~SNR! in decibels@10 log10(SNR)# as a func-
tion of AN ~a! for the experiment in Figs. 5 and 6 (f 053.3 Hz, f N526 Hz!,
and~b! a different experiment (f 053.09 Hz, f N520 Hz!. In both cases, no
bursts were observed forAN50 , so SNR(0)50. Solid lines are provided to
guide the eye. Error bars are estimated from the variance between mu
measurements where possible, or proportional to counting error~inverse
square root of the number of intervals! ~modified from Ref. 27, Fig. 4, ©
1997 APS!.
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The latter step follows from the fact that eachfn and tn

differ by an integer multiple,l n , of t, i.e.,fn5tn1 l nt, and
eiv0l nt51. We then insert 15*0

td(f2fn) df into the
above equation:

Ỹ~v0!5(
n
E

0

t

d~f2fn! dfe2 iv0fn

5E
0

t

e2 iv0f(
n

d~f2fn! df

5
T

t E0

t

e2 iv0fPf~f! df.

If a structure function other thand(t) is used, this result is
modified to

Ỹ~v0!}S̃~v0!E
0

t

e2 iv0fPf~f! df.

The ISIH is also related to the PSD. Specifically, it is
term in a series expansion of the autocorrelation funct
G(D) ~the Fourier transform of the PSD!, whereD is a lag
time. This can be seen directly by substituting the de
function series approximation for the time seriesY(t)
5(md(t2tm) into the definition ofG(D) as follows:

G~D![KE Y~ t !Y~ t2D!dt

5KE (
m

d~ t2tm!(
n

d~ t2tn2D! dt

5K(
m

(
n

d~ tm2tnD!,

whereK is the standard normalization,K215*Y2(t) dt. If
we now adopt the notationI m

j for the interval between event
m andm2 j , I m

j 5tm2tm2 j , wherej 5m2n, then the above
equation reduces to

G~D!5K(
j

(
m

d~ I m
j 2D!}(

j
PISI~ j !~D!, ~3!

where PISI( j )(I )5(1/M ) (md(I m
j I ) is the jth passage prob

ability density ~M is the total number of events counted!.
PISI( j )(I ) for j 51 is the normalized ISIH, where the norma
ization is such that*PISI( j )(I ) dI51. Note that the above
analysis applies in the limit of infinite data. Numerical es
mation of probability density functions from finite point pro
cess data has recently been discussed in Ref. 40. In add
we note that if one chooses a structure function other t
d(t) in, then the above result is

G~D!}(
j
E S2~ I 82D!PISI~ j !~ I 8! dI8,

where S2(D)5*S(t)S(t2D) dt is the convolution of the
structure function with itself.

The normalized ISIH can also be directly related to t
BPDP, provided the refractory~or relaxation! time for the
dynamics is sufficiently short with respect to the period
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the sinusoid as to be negligible. In this case, the BPDP
equal to the instantaneous probability density of an ev
occurring, andPISI(1)(I ) can be written

PISI~1!~ I !5
1

r et
E

0

t

Pf~f0!Pf~f01I !

3e2*0
I Pf~f01t ! dt df0 . ~4!

This relation can be derived as follows. We first consider
distribution of eventsPISI(1)(I ,f0) following an event ob-
served at a particular phasef0. We next introduce the prob
ability R(I ,f0) that a second event has not been obser
after an intervalI following this initial event. The probability
density of actually observing the next event at timef01I is
the product ofR(I ,f0) with the probability density of seeing
an event at that time, i.e.,R(I ,f0)Pf(f01I ). The total in-
terevent interval probability density,PISI(1)(I ), is the en-
semble average of this joint probability density over all in
tial phasesf0.

PISI~1!~ I !5
*0

t Pf~f0!~R~ I ,f0!Pf~f01I !! df0

*0
t Pf~f0! df0

. ~5!

To complete this description, we obtain an expression
R(I ,f0) as follows. The differential decrease inR(I ,f0)
within an intervaldI is equal to the probability that a new
event has been observed within the interval@f01I ,f01I
1dI#, equal toR(I ,f0)Pf(f01I ) dI. Therefore,

dR~ I ,f0!52R~ I ,f0!Pf~f01I !dI.

This equation has a solutionR(I ,f0)5e2*0
I Pf(f01t)dt. By

inserting this result into~5!, one obtains equation Eq.~4!. We
note that ~4! was presented for escape-time distributio
from a two-well potential.41

By assuming that the refractory time was small with
spect to the drive period, we could interpretPf(f) as a
measure of the instantaneous probability density that the
nal plus noise is above the rest-state threshold as a func
of stimulus phase. Note that when the refractory period is
negligible when compared to the drive period, this appro
mation is no longer valid; in this case,Pf(f) will differ
from the probability that the signal plus noise is above
rest state threshold, andPf(f) can have a maximum at
different phase.

It is useful to consider the behavior of~4! at integer
multiples of the drive period,I 5nt. In this case, the expo
nentiated integral reduces to*0

ntPf(f01t) dt5nret, i.e., n
times the mean number of bursts per cycle of the drive
addition,Pf(f01nt)5Pf(f0), so~4! can be written in the
reduced form

PISI~1!~nt!5
e2nret

r et
E

0

2p

Pf~f0!Pf~f0! df0 .

Using the same considerations, one also finds the gen
result

PISI~1!~nt1f!5e2nretPISI~1!~f!. ~6!

This confirms the important result that the envelope funct
of this ISIH has an exponential dependence with a decay
is
nt
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equal to the mean event rate,r e . This is the same decay rat
expected for the ISIH of an unmodulated renewal proces39

Most importantly, one can use the self-similar relation~6!
and the normalization ofPISI(1)(I ) to argue that each peak a
nt in the ISIH, or the area under each peak, is maxima
finite r et. For example, the areaPn under the ISIH in the
interval @nt,nt1t# is

Pn5P0e2nret5~12e2r et!e2nret. ~7!

This area,Pn , has a maximum as a function of the mean ra
r e at r et52 ln (n/n11), for n.0. Since we expect that th
mean event rate should increase as we increase the n
level, this provides insight into why a particular peak in t
ISIH should optimize at finite noise level.

V. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

In order to illustrate the physics of these experiments,
have built a computational model of a network of the ma
excitatory neurons from the hippocampal CA3 region. T
model is based on Pinsky and Rinzel’s42 two-chamber
lumped parameter reduced version of Traubet al.’s43 19-
compartment cable model of CA3 pyramidal neurons. In
model, each neuron is envisioned to have two chambers,
characterizing the soma, where action potentials are initia
and one for the dendrites, as illustrated in Fig. 8~a!. The two
chambers are electrically coupled by a finite resistance,Rsd

i ,
and are coupled to the extracellular space both capaciti
and by parallel voltage dependent variable resistors, eac
series with a voltage source to model active ionic chann
and concentration gradients. In addition, each chamber h
passive leakage resistance~L!, and can have an additiona
current injected into it~Is and Id!. A main advantage of the
reduced model is its computational efficiency, as these si
lations are run on desktop PCs.

The soma chamber has two kinds of voltage depend
resistors, to model sodium~Na! and potassium~K! channels.
The dendrite chamber has five active resistances: for calc

FIG. 8. Schematic of two-chamber model for CA3 pyramidal neurons
corporating electric field effects.~a! Detailed circuit diagram for a single
neuron, including two active conductances in the soma chamber and fiv
the dendrite chamber, plus capacitance and passive leakage conductan
each. Symbols as in the text.~b! Circuit diagram of a linear array of neurons
An electric field is applied by imposing a potential difference between
upper and lower isopotentials.
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~Ca!, calcium dependent potassium~Kc!, potassium after hy-
perpolarization~Kahp!, and for DL-alpha-amino-3-hydroxy
5-methylisoxazole-propionic acid~AMPA! and N-methyl D-
aspartate~NMDA ! mediated synaptic currents.

As originally conceived,42 the reduced pyramidal ce
model had no spatial extent. In order to couple in the elec
field, we allow the extracellular potential outside the de
dritic chamber to differ from that outside the somatic cha
ber, separating them with a finite extracellular resistan
Rds . A network of these individual neurons is assemb
into a linear resistive array as illustrated in Fig. 8~b!. In ad-
dition to the resistive coupling, the neurons are synaptic
coupled to their four nearest neighbors on each side~not
shown!. An electric field is now applied to this network b
making the potential of the upper isopotential,Vtop different
from the potential of the lower isopotential, which is held
zero. The rate equations and parameters are as in Ref. 42~we
set the effective extracellular potassium level to 3.5 mM!.
The values of the external resistive network are all set p
portional to the internal dendritic-somatic resistanceRds

i as
follows @notation as in Fig. 8~b!#: Rds50.1Rds

i ~note that in
the notation of Ref. 42,Rds

i 51/g_c), Rtd5Rsg512Rds , and
Rdd5Rss50.1Rds . The ends of the resistive network a
terminated with finite but smaller resistances designed to
proximate an infinitely extending network (Rtd

end5Rsg
end

50.5Rds andRds
end50.145Rds).

Including the synaptic gating variables, the dynamics
each neuron is modeled by ten coupled first order differen
equations. We use a fourth order Runga-Kutta integra
scheme, with a fixed time step of 0.05 ms. For a network
ten neurons running on a high end PC, 100 s of integra
took of order 50 min.

The dynamics for a network of ten neurons with no a
plied field is illustrated in Fig. 9. Each trace represents
transmembrane potential at the soma for each neuron~the
details of a single neuron firing is in the inset!. The popula-
tion of neurons in the array tends to fire synchronously
bursts. When stimulated at higher extracellular potass
levels, population bursts were more prolonged, with m
spikes per neuron during the burst~not shown!.

FIG. 9. Traces of somatic transmembrane potential as a function of time
an array of ten coupled model neurons. The neurons fire in synchro
bursts. Inset: Details of a single neuron’s firing~a spike doublet whose
position is marked by the arrow in the main graph! at an expanded time
scale. The vertical and horizontal scale bars correspond to 100 mV an
ms.
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VI. ELECTRIC FIELD INTERACTION

If a time varying electric field is applied to this array, th
burst rate is significantly modulated~Fig. 10!. In the raster
plots of Fig. 10~a!, we have plotted a single bar (u) at the
spike onset times for each neuron. As the field@Fig. 10~b!#,
in units @mV/dendrite-soma length#, is varied, the interval
between network bursts is modulated@Fig. 10~c!#, as in the
actual experiments~Fig. 4!. It has long been known that th
magnitude of electric field needed to modulate the firing o
neuron is much smaller than that needed to initiate an ac
potential from rest,44 and the physics of this interaction wa
worked out in detail within the past decade.45–47 The basic
interaction is that ions in both the intracellular and extrac
lular space move under the influence of the field. Howev
the ions inside the cells are trapped by the cell membra
and therefore build up at the ends of the neuron~Fig. 11!. If,
as in these pyramidal cells, the soma is eccentrically pla
with respect to the dendrites, this polarization of the neu
shifts the transmembrane potential at the soma, where ac
potentials are initiated, with respect to the threshold for

or
us

10
FIG. 10. Response of a network of ten neurons under the influence of
field. ~a! Onset times of spikes (u) as a function of time and neuron numbe
~b! Applied field, in units of~mV/dendritic-somatic distance!. ~c! Interval
between network bursts as a function of time.

FIG. 11. Idealization of the interaction between the trapped ions in a neu
and an imposed electric field. When a field is applied, the neuron is po
ized, shifting the transmembrane potential at the soma, which alters
threshold for action potential initiation.
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tion potential initiation~see Refs. 44–46!. Within the hippo-
campal layers~CA1, CA3, . . . !, the pyramidal neurons hav
long apical dendrites which are aligned approximately pa
lel to each other, and perpendicular to the layer. Therefor
field applied perpendicular to the local cell body layer pol
izes the population of neurons, on average making them
slightly more or less excitable.

VII. COMPUTATIONAL SR

We were able to demonstrate SR for our computatio
network of ten neurons in response to an applied field
order to make the neurons nonbursting with no applied
nal, we applied a small bias current to each of the dendr
~20.1 mA/cm2). Beyond that, all parameters were as befo
The sinusoid and noise cutoff frequencies weref 050.8 Hz
and f N521.11 Hz. The SNR as a function of noise amplitu
is shown in Fig. 12. Each data point corresponds to statis
from a 200 s long integration of the model. The differe
plots refer to different ways of characterizing the observ
activity. In Fig. 12~a!, the onset times of network bursts we
used as the output of the network. In Fig. 12~b!, the spike
onset times of all of the neurons were used, and in Fig. 12~c!,
the spike onset times of a single neuron from the cente
the network were used. Although there are small differen
between these optimization curves, all show an optimiza
at finite noise amplitude. Similar optimization was observ
for a similar integration model with just one neuron and
imposed field~not shown!.

FIG. 12. The SNR as a function of noise amplitude for ten-neuron mo
network with local coupling (f 050.8 Hz, f N521.11 Hz!. SNR was com-
puted from the PSD of event times, where events were defined by~a! the
network group activity,~b! spike times from each neuron, and~c! spike
times from a single neuron in the center of the network. A clear optimiza
at finite noise level is observed for each case.
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VIII. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated stochastic resonance experim
tally in the dynamics of a live neuronal network in respon
to an applied electric field. These experiments are uniqu
that electrical fields gave us direct control of both signal a
noise across an entire ensemble of neurons, though they
somewhat unrealistic from a computational perspective.
though models of neuronal ensemble SR are typically c
ceived with independent noise generators for each neu
~e.g., see Ref. 34!, using a uniform global noise source in th
manner that we have employed here has been well stu
theoretically48 and did not appear to be an impediment
observing SR in our case.

Much controversy has arisen in recent years concern
dynamical versus nondynamical SR.49,50 Whereas ‘‘classi-
cal’’ SR was conceptualized as a matching of time sca
between noise induced switching of a bistable system w
an imposed periodic signal, noise induced optimization
system response was recognized in the simplest of non
namical threshold systems.51 The primary dynamical re-
sponse of a neuron, the firing of an action potential, is ex
able rather than bistable~although bistability and even
multistability can be seen in more complex neuronal dyna
ics!. However, there is a finite time after excitation durin
which the neuron repolarizes—the refractory period—with
which the threshold for reexcitation is time dependent. T
relationship between the period of the stimulation and
refractory period can change the qualitative nature of
observed dynamics.49,52 When the frequency is high enoug
that these periods are comparable, dynamical features o
are observed. On the other hand, when stimulation frequ
cies are slow compared with the excitation and repolariza
of neurons, a more nondynamical picture reminiscent of s
chastic linearization or ‘‘dithering’’53 is observed.

In our experiments, we did not record the activity
individual neurons, but rather focused upon an emergent
havior of the neuronal ensemble—population bursts. T
characteristic frequencies of these bursts, typically occurr
at 0.5–2.0 Hz, was very close to the signal frequencies
employed in order to observe SR (f 0,4 Hz!. Since the in-
dividual neurons tend to fire at higher mean rates than
population bursts, an avenue for future work is to unravel
complex relationships between the individual and ensem
dynamics in systems such as this.

In our preparations, we likely had the interaction of
least four frequencies: the noise induced mean firing rate
the neurons, the sinusoidal electric field, the intrinsic os
latory frequency of the individual neurons, as well as t
intrinsic population burst frequency of the ensemble. In o
analysis of these experiments, we could clearly observe
noise optimized presence of our sinusoidal electric field
the output of the neuronal ensembles. Nevertheless,
speculate that a rich set of frequency interactions remain
be uncovered in noise driven ensembles such as this.
though coherence in purely noise driven neuronal model
well described,54,55 in preliminary experiments with noise
driven brain slices we did not observe~unpublished data!
phenomena characterized as ‘‘autonomous’’ SR.56
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We generally envision that most information within th
central nervous system is carried by action potential spik
The most direct expression of the SR paradigm would
manifested by a central nervous system that increases
number of random spikes within a neuronal network in or
to enhance transmission or information processing, but a
yet of there is no experimental evidence that nervous syst
do this.35 In the experiments studying environmental fluctu
tions and noise, such as the crayfish mechanoreceptor,19–21

one can intuitively see the advantages of evolving sens
receptors whose sensitivity peaks with certain levels of
vironmental noise. Yet away from an organism’s sens
system, perhaps central nervous system interneurons
similar detection needs. As highly nonlinear threshold
vices, the sensitivity to incoming signals of single neuro
and their networked ensembles would be enhanced by a
tain level of background activity. Indeed, a characteristic
central nervous system neurons is an incessant and s
ingly random level of activity, and multiple spikes need
impinge synaptically on the typical central nervous syst
neuron in order to gernerate a new spike. In this sens
certain level of background activity within the central ne
vous system is likely necessary for optimal signal transm
sion, and ‘‘noise’’ is here any activity unrelated to a give
signal of interest. From this perspective, the SR paradi
enhanced signal response in the presence of uncorrelate
tivity, may well be widely pervasive within central nervou
systems. As multiple processing tasks take place simu
neously within active brains, one neuron’s signal may
come another neuron’s noise.
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